Stare decisis allows common law to develop gradually and incrementally. We show how judge-made law can steadily evolve and tend to increase e¢ ciency even in the absence of new information. Judges'opinions must argue that their decisions are consistent with precedent: this is the more costly, the greater the innovation they are introducing. As a result, each judge e¤ects a cautious marginal change in the law. Alternative models in which precedents are either strictly obeyed or totally discarded would instead predict abrupt large swings in legal rules. Thus we …nd that the evolution of case law is grounded not in binary logic …xing judges'constraints, but in costly rhetoric shaping their incentives. We apply this …nding to an assessment of the role of analogical reasoning in shaping the joint development of di¤erent areas of law.
process is crucial for interpreting the empirical evidence on the economic consequences of legal origins (La Porta et al., 1998; La Porta et al., 2008) , which are signi…cantly driven by cross-country di¤erences in the degree of reliance on judicial decisions as a source of law (Beck et al., 2003; La Porta et al., 2004 ).
Posner ([1973] 2007) advanced the seminal hypothesis that, through the development of judge-made rules, common law tends to achieve e¢ cient outcomes. Cooter et al. (1979) derived this result from a model in which e¢ ciency-maximizing courts have imperfect information which improves over time. But real-world judges do not necessarily aim at welfare maximization; on the contrary, there is a growing consensus that they hold idiosyncratic preferences and biases (Partridge and Eldridge, 1974; Rowland and Carp, 1996; Revesz, 1997; Pinello, 1999; Klein, 2002; Zywicki, 2003; Sunstein et al., 2004; Posner, 2005a) . Gennaioli and Shleifer (2007a) capture this heterogeneity by introducing a theoretical framework to analyze judge-made law on the basis of two assumptions: …rst, judges have di¤erent tastes and ideologies; second, changing legal rules is personally costly for a judge. Furthermore, they assume that case law can only evolve when new information becomes available to the courts. Judges can then distinguish cases from precedents by increasing the informational content of the rule. The improvement in information translates into an increase in the precision of the law, and thus into legal change that is on average bene…cial, in spite of judges' biases.
In reality, however, the evolution of case law is constantly ongoing, while discontinuous improvements in the availability of information occur only rarely. Nor does distinguishing require courts to exploit previously unobservable economic information. Judges can distinguish on the basis of purely procedural or conceptual grounds, or of factual considerations that may be deemed legally material despite being devoid of economic relevance for the determination of the e¢ cient rule. Legal realists in particular have emphasized that stare decisis is a ‡exible process and not a hard and fast rule (Holmes, 1881; 1899; Cardozo, 1921; Llewellyn, 1930; 1960; Radin, 1933; Cohen, 1935; Stone, 1946; 1959; 1964; 1969; 1985; Douglas, 1949; Frank, 1949) .
In this paper, we incorporate these insights by extending the Gennaioli-Shleifer framework to allow distinguishing in the absence of new information. Our explanation of the evo-lution of case law focuses on the incentives created by the rhetoric of stare decisis. Judges' decisions are shaped by the duty to justify them, and the doctrine of binding precedent requires this justi…cation to be made in terms of the continuity of the law. Hence, greater rhetorical e¤ort is necessary to argue persuasively in support of a greater departure from precedent. Whereas Gennaioli and Shleifer (2007a) assume that some legal innovations are logically impossible but all the feasible ones are equally costly, we assume instead that all are feasible, but that their cost to the judge is continuously increasing in the extent of the deviation from the inherited rule.
Our model predicts the constant, gradual evolution of case law. Distinguishing is bene…-cial even when it introduces no new information, because it ensures the inclusion of a variety of perspectives into the law (Cardozo, 1921) . In a setting of imperfect information, the process involves long-run randomness and the possibility of errors, but it also induces convergence toward more e¢ cient rules, in accordance with Posner's ([1973] 2007) hypothesis.
If perfect information becomes available to the courts, the development of the law remains gradual, but improvement becomes certain, and the …rst best is eventually achieved.
In the spirit of pragmatism, we argue that rhetorical requirements shape the logical structure of the law, rather than vice-versa (Dewey, 1924) . This can help explain more generally the link between how judges think, how they talk, and how they rule. For instance, we consider the role of analogical reasoning in shaping the joint development of di¤erent rules. Legal analogies foster adherence to precedent across, as well as within, areas of the law. Thus they make the evolution of all a¤ected rules more predictable and consistent over time. Counterbalancing this bene…t, however, is the potential introduction of a long-run bias, as rules tend to be suboptimal compromises between what would be e¢ cient in one area and what would in another.
We examine and reject competing hypotheses about the constraints imposed by binding precedent. In the spirit of legal formalism, distinguishing might not allow judges to reconsider those empirical dimensions already considered by their predecessors, but only to condition the rule on new ones. Given that judges can introduce dimensions unrelated to economic e¢ ciency, in the long run case law would then establish ine¢ cient degenerate rules. At the opposite extreme, if any arbitrary departure from precedent were feasible at the same e¤ort cost, distinguishing would be functionally identical to overruling. Case law would then achieve the …rst best as soon as complete information became available; but it would otherwise exhibit sharp variability, yet no evolutionary tendency. The starkly counterfactual implications of these alternative assumptions bear out the legal realist view of stare decisis embodied in our baseline model.
The next section describes the underlying model of legal rules, which follows Gennaioli and Shleifer's (2007a) stylized representation of tort law governing liability for accident.
Section 3 presents our model of judicial incentives deriving from costly rhetoric, and analyzes the evolution of case law with a variable cost of legal change. Section 4 considers a formalist and an extreme realist view of precedent, assuming a …xed cost of legal change. Section 5 extends the analysis to study the role of legal analogies. Section 6 concludes the paper. The proofs of propositions are in the appendix.
The Model of Legal Rules
There are two parties, the o¤ender (tortfeasor) O and the victim V . The former can take precautions at a cost C that reduce the probability of accident from p N to p P . Normalizing to unity the harm su¤ered by the victim in an accident, these precautions are socially optimal if and only if p N p P > C. Damages are so high that they induce the tortfeasor to take precautions whenever he is held liable, so the problem simpli…es to the …nding of liability conditional on observable empirical facts of the case. The conditional probability of accident depends on two attributes a 2 [0; 1] and u 2 [0; 1], which are independently and uniformly distributed in the population of potential cases. For simplicity,
where > C > so that precautions are socially optimal if and only if a + u 1.
The focus of the framework is on the e¢ ciency of legal rules, understood as their ability to attach the economically appropriate legal consequence to every possible situation (a; u).
Thus, the model focuses on statistical errors, namely cases in which the law mandates an economically ine¢ cient allocation of liability. On the contrary, it abstracts from legal errors in applying rules to facts: the probability of such judicial mistakes is assumed to be independent of the existing rule. This makes it possible to disregard the misapplication of legal rules: to the extent it occurs, it is merely a source of random noise over which judicial law-making has no in ‡uence. Similarly, the analysis abstracts from the parties'decision to litigate and bring cases to court, assuming that litigation occurs with the same frequency regardless of the applicable legal rule.
When the …rst case is being reviewed by an appellate judge, the only factual issue that comes up through trial is a. Accordingly, the rule established by the judgment is summarized by a threshold A such that the tortfeasor is held liable if and only if a A. Imperfect information implies that the rule necessarily induces statistical errors. Liability is imposed on the tortfeasor when this is ine¢ cient (a false positive or type I error) with probability
while no liability is imposed although this would be e¢ cient (a false negative or type II error) with probability
The social welfare function attaches a cost O > 0 to ine¢ cient over-precautions and V > 0 to ine¢ cient under-precautions, and therefore the social loss induced by the rule equals
For the sake of brevity, the relative cost of over-precautions is denoted by O = V . It follows immediately that the optimal one-dimensional legal rule is A = = (1 + ).
This re ‡ects the asymmetry in the cost of di¤erent errors, as captured by : if over-precaution is a greater social concern than under-precaution ( > 1) only a minority of tortfeasors shall be found liable (A > 1=2).
Individual judges have idiosyncratic preferences summarized by their perceived costs of false positives and false negatives, respectively O;i > 0 and V;i > 0; the individual utility function is therefore
Each judge is assumed to derive utility from the legal rule that his own decision establishes, and not from those that might be expected in the future, conditional on the further evolution of the law. This assumption is consistent with the idea that judges'primary duty and concern is the adjudication of the concrete dispute before their court, and that judicial law-making is a by-product of this adjudication process. 1 Therefore, the …rst judge i establishes his preferred rule
All judges have the same preference intensity, normalized so that V;i + O;i = 1: hence their favorite one-dimensional ruleÂ i fully characterizes their preferences, which can be expressed by the utility function
The population of judges includes three di¤erent types. A fraction of judges are un- all judges share an aversion to all errors, and their bias consists in disagreement over the importance of the two types of errors. In particular, the model does not consider judges whose bias is so extreme that they desire the introduction of a rule that is known with certainty to be ine¢ cient. (Garner, 2004:507) . This mechanism of legal evolution is personally costly for the distinguishing judge, as emphasized by Gennaioli and Shleifer (2007a) .
The e¤ort cost of innovation is rooted in the requirement for judges to provide not only a decision, but also a detailed opinion explaining the reasoning that justi…es it. Calabresi (1982:175-176 ) notes that "the major e¤ective control on courts stems precisely from their
duty to explain what they are doing." At the margin, the choice is either to invest in the crafting of arguments to support a decision, or to "shrink from the very result which otherwise seems good" (Llewellyn, 1960:26) .
The justi…cation must be given in terms of adherence to binding precedent. Written opinions are intended to persuade that a decision is correct and consistent with the record of previous decisions. The aim is simultaneously rationalization and legitimation of the court's action (Fisher et al., 1993) . Judges need to project the outward appearance of continuity in the law to their peers, the litigants, and society at large (Frank, 1930; Douglas, 1949; Llewellyn, 1960; Fish, 1989; Solan, 1993; Posner, 1990; 1995) . Moreover, judges typically believe they have a professional duty to abide by precedent, and engage in attempts to convince themselves they are doing so (Tocqueville [1835 (Tocqueville [ ] 2000 Llewellyn, 1960; Posner, 2001; 2005b) .
Reconciling a judgement with the rhetorical demands of stare decisis requires the more costly e¤ort, the greater the e¤ective deviation from precedent that a judge decides to bring about. This marginal trade-o¤ is clearly perceived by "contemporary judges [who] have insisted that following precedent is not an all-or-nothing choice between blind adherence and total disregard" (Hutchinson, 2005:147) . We show that this structure of judicial incentives explains the gradualism observed in the evolution of judge-made law.
Our measure of the magnitude of legal change induced by a decision is the fraction t of possible cases that are decided di¤erently under the new and the old rule; namely the probability of the set of events (a; u) for which either the old rule assigned liability but the new one does not, or the new rule assigns liability while the old one did not. For simplicity,
we assume a quadratic speci…cation of the cost of e¤ort:
If only one informative dimension a is observable, legal change can only shift the threshold A t . Hence t = jA t A t 1 j, leading to a one-dimensional quadratic cost function:
Once the second informative dimension u becomes observable, judges acquire the ability to set any two-dimensional rule, which can be described by a function f ( All judges share a strict preference for the welfare-maximizing rule f (a) = 1 a. However, the …rst best is not attained immediately, because changes in the legal rule are costly.
The actual development of case law can take many di¤erent paths, but both social welfare and the utility function of each judge depend only on the probabilities of false positives o t and false negatives v t .
These probabilities also fully de…ne the cost of legal changes once complete information is available. When both a and u are observable, legal innovation can remove any given statistical errors without introducing others. This is what all judges want to do, so enacted changes in the rule coincide with reductions in the probability of error. For such changes,
. Therefore, if and only if u has become observable, the e¤ort a judge needs for a desirable deviation from precedent is given by
For the symmetric case = 1, the following result holds.
Proposition 1 While u is unobservable, case law evolves as a …rst-order autoregressive Markov process, converging to the ergodic distribution N (A ; 2 ). The asymptotic variance ( 2 ) is decreasing in the prevalence of unbiased judges (@ 2 =@ < 0) and increasing in judicial polarization (@ 2 =@ > 0). It is always smaller than the variance of judges'preferences, and decreases in the cost of legal innovation (@ 2 =@c < 0), vanishing as the latter diverges
After u becomes observable, case law converges to the …rst-best e¢ cient two-dimensional rule (f (a) = 1 a) by gradually eliminating all judicial errors. The average reduction in error per ruling (E j t j) is decreasing in the prevalence of unbiased judges (@E j t j =@ < 0) and increasing in judicial polarization (@E j t j =@ > 0). It decreases in the cost of legal innovation (@E j t j =@c < 0), vanishing as the latter diverges (lim c!1 E j t j = 0).
The …rst part of the proposition is equivalent to the reduced-form model of case law presented in Ponzetto and Fernandez (2008) . As we show in that paper, the result also obtains qualitatively if judges have a forward-looking strategic motive and try to undo the changes that their successors will e¤ect. The asymptotics are the same even if the existing rule in ‡uences the parties' incentives to litigate and therefore the opportunity for courts to change the law. Convergence is improved if less e¢ cient rules are more likely to be litigated (as in the models of Priest [1977] and Rubin [1977] ), or conversely hindered but not eliminated if more e¢ cient rules induce more litigation (as in Landes and Posner [1979] )
Judge-made law develops as a process of incremental change, where each judge marginally moves the rule inherited from precedents in the direction of his own preferences. As a consequence, the legal rule always incorporates, albeit with di¤erent weighting, the perspectives of all previous courts as well as the current one. In this evolution, judges'heterogeneous biases tend to balance one another and induce reversion to their mean preference, which coincides with the e¢ cient one-dimensional rule (Cardozo, 1921) .
The ergodic distribution is non-degenerate, so that the legal rule never settles immutably on the unbiased one-dimensional rule. Nor can it achieve …rst-best e¢ ciency in the absence of information about the second informative dimension. Despite the never-ending randomness, which entails the possibility of occasional worsening of case law, the convergence of this stochastic process embodies Leoni's (1961) view of the long-run certainty of judge-made law and Posner's ([1973] 2007) hypothesis of its evolution towards greater e¢ ciency. The exante variance of legal rules decreases over time, possibly to an arbitrarily low level, thereby increasing expected social welfare.
In a context of imperfect information, and therefore of judicial disagreement, judges' polarization is harmful. Social welfare is lower the more numerous and more extreme biased judges are. A high cost of legal innovation is then desirable because it prevents each judge from having an excessive in ‡uence on the law, reducing his ability to enact his own preferences, and enforcing instead respect for a slowly evolving tradition that is greater than the individual contributions that built it (Burke, [1790] 1999).
The second part of the proposition addresses instead the case of perfect information.
When all informative dimensions have become observable, the …rst best is feasible. Under the maintained assumptions on the distribution of judicial preferences, all judges agree that the e¢ cient rule is preferable to all alternatives. The law will not only converge to it as a stochastic process, but will certainly reach it as an eventual unchanging end-point. This is a strong form of Posner's e¢ ciency hypothesis, which is rooted in judges'shared commitment to e¢ ciency, as suggested by Landes and Posner (1987) .
The cost of legal innovation becomes a burden that prevents immediate adjustment to the optimum, and therefore it is welfare-reducing. Conversely, judicial polarization becomes desirable because it leads to faster innovation, and therefore to faster attainment of the …rst best. The reversal of the welfare impact of judicial activism when perfect information becomes available highlights the trade-o¤ between stability and adaptability of case law.
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Our model identi…es the incentives induced by the rhetoric of stare decisis as the mech-2 In Ponzetto and Fernandez (2008) the same trade-o¤ emerges because of changes not in the informational environment, but in the underlying social conditions (e.g., for tort law in the cost of precautions), and therefore in the optimal rule. We show that in a dynamic stochastic setting case law and statutes are complementary in the optimal common-law system: sudden shocks are dealt with by legislation, whereas judges are engaged in the steady marginal revision of existing rules.
anism regulating this trade-o¤, and the driving force behind the evolution of case law. We thereby marshal analytical support for a conjecture advanced by Stone (1985:103) . He suggests that an appellate judge engages in "non-stringent" or "rhetorical" reasoning when seeking a rule and reasons for it that will sincerely appeal to himself and to his "judicial and legal constituencies generally." This practice is institutionalized by stare decisis, which therefore "drives [the judge] to seek maximum consensus also among his predecessors in time, [while] still leav[ing] a large realm for choicemaking." At the same time as he looks for rhetorical support for his decision, the judge will choose a rule that is easier to support:
thus "the need to justify promotes justi…ability." Herein lies "a built-in check on the instant judge's individual caprice"that ultimately provides the crucial mediation between the ‡exibility and the certainty that common law needs to, and does, simultaneously achieve.
Counterfactual Models of Distinguishing
We have argued that the signi…cance of stare decisis belongs to the realm of pragmatic rhetorical expediency. On the contrary, a long-standing tradition of legal formalism conceives of distinguishing as a process con…ned within strict logically de…ned boundaries (Goodhart, 1930) . Such a view is consistent with three key assumptions made by Gennaioli and Shleifer (2007a) about the process of legal evolution.
In their model, all permissible legal innovation requires an invariant e¤ort cost k 0 from the judge deviating from precedent. However, only certain legal changes are feasible.
Distinguishing must introduce into legal consideration a new empirical dimension b, and stare decisis only lets the judge choose two thresholds B 0 and B 1 that respect the precedent A in the sense that liability is imposed if and only if a < A and b B 0 , or a A and b B 1 .
Finally, the new dimension must provide previously unexploited economic information about the optimal allocation of liability: b must coincide with u.
The last assumption implies that in their model case law can evolve only when new relevant facts become observable to the judge. Naturally, this may be due to technological advances. But the availability of information also depends on the principle that courts have power to rule only on the facts that have come up during the trial. In the domain of product liability, for instance, Boyle v. United Technologies Corp., 487 U.S. 500 (1988), established the "government contractor defense,"which immunizes federal contractors from liability for manufacturing design defects when the government has approved reasonably precise speci…cations. The rule could only be formulated once the Supreme Court heard a product-liability case whose facts allowed the manufacturer to show that its design conformed to government speci…cations. Similarly, after strict product liability had been imposed upon manufacturers and retailers, the Supreme Court of Illinois declined to impose it on sellers of used products in Peterson v. Lou Bachrodt Chevrolet Co., 329 N.E.2d 785 (Ill. 1975) . This distinction could only be introduced in adjudicating a suit …led against a used-car dealership.
In practice, however, nothing ensures that distinguishing occurs only on the basis of those empirical attributes that determine the e¢ cient rule. On the contrary, each court has wide discretion in selecting the elements to be considered legally material (Llewellyn, 1930; Stone, 1946; 1964) . Many legal distinctions are at best dubiously grounded in objective e¢ ciency considerations. E.g., recent decisions such as Rousseau v. K.N. Construction, Inc., 727
A .2nd 190 (RI 1999) , established that the rules governing tort liability in construction cases are di¤erent for commercial plainti¤s and for homeowners. 3 Starker and more important, manufacturers'strict liability to the consumer was gradually introduced through a series of rulings that created exceptions for speci…c products such as soap, hair dye, dog food, and …sh food.
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To capture this phenomenon, we need to recognize that a judge can distinguish on the grounds of a dimension that is independent of both a and u, and therefore contains no statistical information: b s U [0; 1]. Then the resulting rule determines errors
and
under the maintained assumption that distinguishing sets a pair of thresholds B 0 and B 1 for dimension b, conditional on the existing threshold A for dimension a.
The assumption of so rigid a constraint on distinguishing makes it a blunt instrument of change. The new dimension b cannot be used to overrule precedent covertly and obtain an outcome equivalent to an arbitrary shift in A. All that can be achieved is the equivalent of the most extreme shift. By setting B 0 = B 1 = 0, universal liability is established: the equivalent of A = 0. By setting B 0 = B 1 = 1, liability is completely eliminated: the equivalent of A = 1.
Any other use of the uninformative dimension would merely add unnecessary randomness to the legal rule, and no judge wishes to introduce such noise.
Su¢ ciently biased judges prefer the extreme rules to the original rule set by a judge with the opposite bias, or even to the e¢ cient one-dimensional rule. All-or-nothing rules, however, are the least precise and include the least e¢ cient possible. Hence case law would eventually collapse if judges had both idiosyncratic biases and the power to change the law through uninformative distinctions, and yet were bound by this strictly formalistic notion of respect for precedent. In an in…nite-horizon framework, the following result obtains. There exists a value k > 0 such that for any cost k 2 0; k if polarization is greater than a …nite threshold (k) then an uninformative dimension is introduced with probability one in the long run, and the legal rule becomes either universal liability or no liability, discarding
No matter what the initial rule is, given a su¢ ciently low but positive cost of distinguishing k and a su¢ ciently high but …nite level of polarization , there are judges who prefer extreme rules. Over time, all types of judge almost surely adjudicate a case, and therefore have the opportunity to introduce an uninformative dimension b. Hence it will eventually be introduced, even if this reduces social welfare. Then the absolute respect for precedent on the dimensions that were part of the ratio decidendi of a previous decision prevents any subsequent judge from undoing the damage and recovering the legal relevance of the observable informative dimension a. 5 In the long run, case law becomes more extreme than the preferences of any judge, because the straitjacket of precedent exacerbates judicial extremism.
This bleak prediction runs counter to empirical observation. The evolution of case law produces rules that are typically far from extreme, and that make use of available informa- Jurisprudence has long recognized that "distinguishing a precedent to death" (Posner, 1996:373) is common and can take many forms (Douglas, 1949; Llewellyn, 1960; Stone, 1946;  5 Even observability of the second material dimension u would not change the result. If it becomes observable after uninformative distinguishing has occurred, the …rst dimension a has already been lost and cannot be recovered: the same will eventually happen to the second. If a two-dimensional rule is established before uninformative distinguishing, the result still obtains qualitatively, although the thresholds k and (k) are more stringent, because biased judges are destroying a more precise two-dimensional rule. 1964; 1985; Summers and Eng, 1997) . It is possible because the judge who decides a case cannot …x unambiguously its ratio decidendi; instead, the rule he had the power to establish is determined by later courts (Cardozo, 1921; Allen, 1927; Radin, 1933; Cohen, 1935; Frank, 1949; Montrose, 1957; Llewellyn, 1960; Dias, 1985; Posner, 1990; Garner, 2004) . As a consequence, distinguishing can con…ne the authority of a precedent to its particular facts, however narrowly construed (Llewellyn, 1930; Stone, 1964; Cross and Harris, 1991) .
Formally, when a judge introduces a new dimension, the resulting increase in the dimensionality of the problem allows him to claim that the previous rule applies to an arbitrarily small portion of the in…nitely larger space that he is now mapping. He can condition his modi…ed rule not only on the two categories established for the previous dimension by existing law, but also on a …ner new partition of his own making. Rather than merely choosing two thresholds (B 0 ; B 1 ) given A, judges acquire the ability to create continuously variable rules B (a) such that the tortfeasor is held liable if and only if u B (a).
This implies that distinguishing can achieve the same outcomes as overruling. The additional assumption that all feasible legal innovation requires the same e¤ort cost k 0 yields the stronger implication that distinguishing and overruling are identical. This radical interpretation is consistent with the perspective of the critical legal studies movement, whose exponents denounce the arbitrariness of judicial law-making (Unger, 1986; Fish, 1989; Kennedy, 1997) . Gennaioli and Shleifer (2007b) present the model of overruling when only one informative dimension a is observable. Any change in the law implements exactly the preferences of the single judge e¤ecting it. For a su¢ ciently low (but positive) cost k and a su¢ ciently high (but …nite) level of polarization , the legal rule ‡uctuates incessantly between the bliss points of di¤erent judges. This volatility has no welfare e¤ect, since it is equivalent ex ante for the law to be chosen either by a di¤erent random judge each period, or by a single random judge for all periods.
We can additionally show that as soon as the second informative dimension u becomes observable, its introduction achieves …rst-best e¢ ciency.
Proposition 3 Suppose that the second informative dimension u becomes observable, and let any judge who changes the existing legal rule incur a …xed cost k 0.
There exists a value k > 0 such that for any cost k 2 0; k , if polarization is greater than a …nite threshold (k) then u is introduced with probability one in the long run, and the …rst-best legal rule is established.
When both informative dimensions are observable, the …rst best can be implemented by the optimal two-dimensional rule B (a) = 1 a. Moreover, this is the two-dimensional rule that all judges want to implement, because in the Gennaioli-Shleifer framework judges agree on the goal of e¢ ciency. Disagreement and biases persist only so long as ignorance does: when u is unobservable, there is a trade-o¤ between reducing false positives and false negatives, and di¤erent judges have di¤erent preferences in this regard. Once u is observed, the …rst-best rule become feasible, and it is strictly preferred by every judge.
Legal change is e¢ ciency-increasing in expectation. Changes based on uninformative dimensions have no expected impact on social welfare, while those based on the second informative dimension maximize e¢ ciency. As in proposition 1, judicial polarization is good in the long run because it provides sharper incentives for judges to incur the private cost of distinguishing and achieve the bene…ts (both private and social) of a fully e¢ cient rule.
On the other hand, judicial polarization is detrimental in the short run, before the second informative dimension becomes observable, because it leads to more biased one-dimensional rules being established some fraction of the time by biased judges (Gennaioli and Shleifer, 2007b ).
The pattern of legal change described by proposition 3, however, does not provide a realistic picture of the evolution of common law. Under the assumption of a …xed cost of innovation, the law jumps from one rule to another, completely unrelated to the one it replaces. E¢ ciency only increases through one sudden jump to the …rst best, which is exogenously triggered by the arrival of perfect information.
In reality, instead, "gradual or incremental change is the dominant form of change in a decentralized system of judge-made law" (Landes and Posner, 1979:270) . Such a mechanism of careful and predictable marginal innovation drives the welfare-increasing development of case law that the legal realist tradition emphasizes (Holmes, 1897; Cardozo, 1921; [1932] 1947; Radin, 1925; Frank, 1930; Llewellyn, 1930; 1960; Posner, [1973 Posner, [ ] 2007 . Proposition 1 accounts for this process by recognizing that all legal innovation is not equally costly, and that each judge faces a marginal trade-o¤ between bringing legal rules into closer alignment with his own preferences and having to expend personal e¤ort in order to do so.
The history of the law of product liability re ‡ects this incrementalism. " [T] he last half of the nineteenth century witnessed a steady, but limited, erosion of [the] privity limitation as exceptions were created" (Epstein, 2004:651) . The decision in MacPherson v. Buick surveys and builds upon this pre-existing trend in rulings. The privity requirement was gradually eroded in the twentieth century, from MacPherson v. Buick through Escola v. Coca-Cola to the Restatement (Second) of Torts (Prosser, 1960; 1966) . Advocacy of strict liability was a minority view in 1944, but judicial opinion gradually shifted in its favour until, by 1965, it had prevailed.
This pattern disproves what Cross and Harris (1991:52) characterize as "the extreme realist position [...] that our judges are capable of the grossest hypocrisy,"a view that fully equates distinguishing with overruling. 6 In reality, the fundamental di¤erence between the two is that distinguishing does not immediately e¤ace precedent but steadily erodes it (Cardozo, 1921; Douglas 1949; Summers 1997) . Rather than being the sudden and discontinuous choice of a single judge, "developments in the [legal] landscape come about bit by bit, as a result of the actions of many courts" (Calabresi, 1982:224) .
Our analysis thus bears out formally Posner's (2008:230) rejection of both legal formalism and extreme realism as "inadequately descriptive of judicial behavior."The rhetoric of stare decisis, far from being empty, constitutes its substance. What might seem a paradox of legal theory admits a natural economic interpretation, because rhetoric is a costly activity that judges economize on, even at the expense of other goals.
Legal Analogies and Judge-made Law
The evolution of case law derives from nuanced rhetorical incentives rather than from clearcut logical boundaries. The costs faced by judges in explaining and justifying their decisions thus shape both the evolution and the structure of the law. Our model can shed some light on the latter as well. We consider the use of analogical reasoning, which is widely recognized as the characteristic mode of legal reasoning (Levi, 1949; Raz, 1979; Posner, 1990; Brewer, 1996; Weinreb, 2005) . Like respect for precedent, legal analogy is a rhetorical device that confers legitimacy to courts'role as legislators and at the same time induces "cautious, incremental judicial legislating" (Posner, 2006:773) .
We can interpret analogical reasoning as a form of stare decisis that refers to precedents in factually di¤erent but conceptually related areas of law. To take a case that has been repeatedly cited, Adams v. New Jersey Steamboat Co., 45 N.E. 369 (N.Y. 1896), shows that the relationship of a transport operator to its passengers was framed by the court as analogous to that of an innkeeper to his guests. The decision thus …nds liability for a steamboat company where none existed for a railroad, arguing that "a steamer ... is, for all practical purposes, a ‡oating inn" and referring to precedents on the rule of responsibility applicable to innkeepers.
A full- ‡edged model of the conceptual categories competing for judges's attention, and of the resulting cost of justi…cation of their decisions, remains beyond the scope of this paper.
We simply assume that two areas of law have been co-categorized in legal discourse, and that judges must exert costly e¤ort to justify deviations both from the existing rule governing the matter before their court, and from precedent in the co-categorized area. Given existing rules (A t 1 ; Z t 1 ) governing the two issues, the cost function for a decision changing the rule on issue A becomes
where the parameter 2 [0; 1] provides a measure of the power of analogical thinking. The cost of changes in the issue-Z rule is de…ned symmetrically.
Assuming that the distribution of judicial preferences has no average bias (E Â j = A and E Ẑ j = Z ) and the same …nite variance on both issues (V ar Â j = V ar Ẑ j < 1),
we can prove the following result.
Proposition 4 Let two areas of the law (A and Z) be co-categorized by analogical reasoning ( > 0). Then case law in the two areas evolves as a …rst-order vector autoregressive Markov process, converging to an ergodic joint normal distribution with asymptotic moments E (A) =
Legal analogies introduce positive correlation in the two rules ( > 0) and reduce the variance of each rule ( < 1). If the two e¢ cient rules are di¤erent, legal analogies introduce long-run bias in the law ( 2 (0; 1=2)).
All three e¤ects are increasing in the power of analogical thinking (@ =@ > 0, @ =@ < 0 and @ =@ > 0) and in the cost of legal innovation (@ =@c > 0, @ =@c < 0 and @ =@c > 0).
Analogical reasoning creates not only a rhetorical, but also a substantive link between two economically distinct areas of the law. The evolution of each can no longer be analyzed independently from the other, and intuitively they tend to move in tandem ( > 0). On the other hand, co-categorization makes each rule more predictable and consistent over time ( < 1), much as stare decisis does (Raz, 1979) . The mechanism is the same underpinning proposition 1. The need for rhetorical justi…cation induces judges to write decisions consistent with the consensus of their peers. Analogical reasoning magni…es the bene…cial e¤ect of this process by extending the group of peers whose consensus is sought, which comes to include all judges who ruled on the related area as well as on the one currently before the court.
Because of this trade o¤, the e¢ ciency properties of analogical reasoning cannot be assessed unambiguously. Consistent with Posner's (1990; 2006; analysis, the key is the connection between analogy and policy relevance. The normative implications of our model thus concern the higher and more complex level of the formation of categories of analogy.
There are signi…cant bene…ts to be reaped from analogical connections between areas of the law that are similar from the point of view of e¢ ciency, but also potentially large costs from economically pointless co-categorization. More extreme models generate counterfactual empirical predictions. If distinguishing did not allow judges to review empirical dimensions already considered by precedent, the ability to introduce economically irrelevant dimensions would eventually lead case law to establish with certainty extreme, ine¢ cient rules. If distinguishing were e¤ectively identical to overruling, the law would achieve the …rst best as soon as judges acquired perfect information, but would otherwise be sharply volatile and lack any evolutionary properties.
We have proposed instead a legal realist model in which distinguishing can be used to overrule, but is kept in check by an increasing e¤ort cost of legal innovation. Thus case law develops gradually, and re ‡ects the preferences of all past judges as well as the instant one. Its evolution converges towards greater e¢ ciency and predictability, according to the intuitions of Burke, Cardozo, Leoni, and Posner. Legal change increases social welfare: in expectation when no new information becomes available; with certainty once all relevant facts are observable. Judge-made law will then eventually reach the …rst best.
Rhetorical requirements beyond stare decisis create incentives that shape judicial decisions. As a …rst step towards a broader analysis, we have considered the role of legal analogies, which generate adherence to precedent across, as well as within, areas of the law.
They thereby increase the consistency of legal evolution at the cost of a potential long-run bias.
We have not attempted to provide an in-depth account of the social conventions underpinning judges'rhetorical incentives. It remains for further analysis of judicial decision-making to assess the role of legal education, public scrutiny, peer pressure, and the organizational structure of the judiciary in generating such incentives.
Our account does not deny the importance of logic in legal reasoning. Rather, it reverses the causal link between logic, practice and rhetoric. Judges will craft their decisions and opinions so as to facilitate the task of rationalizing and legitimizing them. It is precisely this process of justi…cation that results in the logical structure of the law.
A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1
When u is unobservable, judge j faced with precedent A t 1 sets a rule
By the properties of an AR(1) process, judge-made law converges to the ergodic distribution
as long as the invariant distribution of judges'preferences has …nite variance. For = 1, a share of judges have unbiased preferences A = 1=2, a share (1 ) =2 have pro-O preferences A O = = (1 + ), and a a share (1 ) =2 have pro-V preferences A V = 1= (1 + ). This distribution of judges'preferences has expectation
and variance
Thus judge-made law converges to the ergodic distribution A s N (A ;
2 ) with asymptotic variance
such that
with lim c!1 2 = 0. After u becomes observable, judge j faced with a precedent inducing errors (o t 1 ; v t 1 ) 0 chooses a new rule inducing errors
(A9) Each judge can reduce the type of error he is most concerned with. A pro-O judge reduces only the probability of false positives, setting o t = o t 1 A O =c and v t = v t 1 for all o t 1 A O =c. A pro-V judge reduces only the probability of false negatives, setting o t = o t 1 and v t = v t 1 (1 A V ) =c for all v t 1
(1 A V ) =c. An unbiased judge reduces the probability of any type of error so that o t + v t = o t 1 + v t 1 1= (2c).
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The average reduction in error per ruling is
If all false positives have been eliminated, then all judges reduce the probability of false negatives by an amount 1 Â j =c: If all false negatives have been eliminated, then all judges reduce the probability of false positives by an amountÂ j =c. Thus the average reduction in error per ruling becomes
once either type of error has been eliminated.
A.2 Proof of Proposition 2
Judge j's utility from the rule A; B 0 ; B 1 is
which is maximized by:
1. universal liability (B 0 = B 1 = 0) ifÂ j < A=2;
2. the existing precedent (B 0 = 1,
3. no liability (B 0 = B 1 = 1) ifÂ j > (1 + A) =2.
In the knife-edge casesÂ j = A=2 orÂ j = (1 + A) =2 the judge is indi¤erent between all values respectively of B 0 and of B 1 . Given a cost of change k > 0, this indi¤erence is always resolved in favour of the preservation of the status quo.
In general, when only dimension a is observable and the legal rule is therefore A, a judge j replaces it with universal liability (B 0 = B 1 = 0) if and only if
or with no liability (B 0 = B 1 = 1) if and only if
Thus a pro-O judge with preferred rule A O = = (1 + ) introduces an uninformative dimension when A O > (A t 1 ), and a pro-V judge with preferred rule A V = = ( + ) introduces an uninformative dimension when A V < (A t 1 ).
If A O > (A ) and A V < (A O ) then a pro-O judge changes the e¢ cient rule A , and a fortiori a pro-V rule A V ; while a pro-V judge changes a pro-O rule A O . For all k < (1 A ) 2 =2 1=2 these conditions hold strictly as ! 1 (which implies A O = 1 and A V = 0) and by continuity for su¢ ciently large …nite values of .
If A O > (A V ) and A V < (A ) then a pro-V judge changes the e¢ cient rule A , and a fortiori a pro-O rule A O or the no liability rule; while a pro-O judge changes a pro-V rule A V or the universal liability rule. For all k < (A ) 2 =2 1=2 these conditions hold strictly as ! 1 and by continuity for su¢ ciently large …nite values of .
Over an in…nite horizon, all types of judge decide a case at least once with probability one, and therefore an extremist rule is eventually established if k < (max fA ; 1 A g) 2 =2 and is su¢ ciently high.
A.3 Proof of Proposition 3
Distinguishing to the …rst-best rule happens if the second informative dimension u is observable and a judge with preferencesÂ j faces a one-dimensional precedent A such that
The bluntest incentive is to change the unbiased one-dimensional rule A , and:
1. if A < 1=2 the unbiased one-dimensional rule A is replaced with the …rst-best two-dimensional rule by a pro-O judge, provided that k < (1 A ) 2 =2 andÂ O > 2k (A ) 2 = (1 2A );
2. if A = 1=2 the unbiased one-dimensional rule A is replaced with the …rst-best twodimensional rule by any judge, provided that k < 1=8;
3. if A > 1=2 the unbiased one-dimensional rule A is replaced with the …rst-best twodimensional rule by a pro-V judge, provided that k < (A ) 2 =2 and A V < (A ) 2 2k = (2A 1).
Over an in…nite horizon, all types of judge decide a case at least once with probability one after the second informative dimension has become observable; therefore the …rst-best rule is adopted in the long run provided that either 2 (0; 1) and k < 1 2 (1 + ) 2 and
or = 1 and k < 1 8 and 1, 
A.4 Proof of Proposition 4
Given precedents (A t 1 ; Z t 1 ), a judge a whose decision at time t sets the new rule on issue A sets 
The long-run bias is captured by
The impact of analogical thinking on the asymptotic variance is captured by 
